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when he approached

George Han dozens of meters in front of him, Qinglong led him with a laugh.

“Yes.” The other eleven people responded softly, smiling at the corners of their mouths,
their eyes full of contempt, and their hands were gearing up, eager to try.

“It’s been many years, you and my brothers and others have not exercised much.
Although this kid is a bit thinner, it is a good dish to practice hands and fight teeth.”
Qinglong laughed coldly.

The eleven brothers smiled and nodded, some of them even warmed up slightly.

“If you haven’t moved for too long, it means that your body has rusted.” George Han
smiled coldly, and the energy in his hand moved slightly, and a huge cabinet in the
distance directly vacated above the attic.

With the swing of George Han’s hand, the huge cabinet flew over.

boom!

With a loud noise, the large cabinet slammed directly behind George Han’s entrance to
the cabin.

Then, George Han smiled slightly, the eight real bodies fit into one, fully restored his
body, and squeezed his fists slightly: “I will play with you twelve monsters.”

“Arrogant!”

“Smelly boy, you are looking for death .” “It’s

for you to taste the power of Lao Tzu!”

Twelve people abused almost at the same time. In the next second, twelve figures
suddenly attacked George Han.

Moving like lightning, extremely fast.

A group of people in black were stunned and surprised.

However, the fast in the eyes of this group of people is not quite the same in the eyes of
George Han, and it can even be said that it is slow!



With a grasp of the jade sword, Taixu’s move, and the 72-way swordsmanship added,
George Han directly greeted the twelve people.

For a time, the sword light circulated, the sword light gleamed, wind, fire and thunder
and lightning emerged endlessly, and the sky fire moon wheel turned into a fire dragon
and blue phoenix, shuttled among the twelve death gods.

One sword fends off the blue dragon’s attack, and one backhand stabs the tiger’s head
next to him. Although the twelve monsters cooperate quite tacitly and assist each other
in attack and defense, George Han is definitely not a vegetarian. Seven The twelve-way
divine sword also has good offensive and defensive equipment, coupled with the
protection of the indestructible mysterious armor and frost jade armor, and the sky-fire
moon wheel continues to harass the opponent. With a twelve battle, it never loses the
wind for a while, and even faintly has an advantage. Meaning.”Bang!”

As George Han kicked the strong pig general directly away, the other eleven monsters
also retreated with the pig general at almost the same time, and the two sides fell into a
confrontation!

“It’s interesting.” Qinglong wiped the corners of his mouth, hunger and thirst in his eyes.

“Big brother, this kid seems to be strong offensive and weak, but in fact he has a
stronger defensive ability. I hit him three times with the evil sheep, but he was not hurt at
all.” The tiger head turned slightly to face the Qinglong. road.

Several other people also nodded one after another. Qinglong knew about this, because
he had only hit George Han with him, but the result was obviously the same as them.

Moreover, let alone the evil sheep, just talk about the tiger, the core of the twelve
people’s attack, its attacking skills need not be said, but even his attack on George Han
is completely ineffective!

“Yeji, mad dog, rotten snake!”

“Yes!”

“There should be some magical weapon in the back of the kid. The main task is to you
two, and our nine brothers will assist you.”

“Yes!”

“Go!”

Qinglong As soon as the voice fell, Yeji Crazy Dog Rotten Snake rushed towards
George Han first, and the other nine monsters followed suit in strange square
formations!



Almost as soon as it was approaching George Han, Rotting Snake suddenly turned into
a snake, and directly wrapped around George Han’s body. Ye Ji also suddenly
stretched out his hands, a flap, and two illusory wings appeared in the sky behind him.
Between the fans, a huge wind hits, and the mad dog has a big mouth, and a sharp loud
sound hits his face!

There was a snake around his body, trying to use force, but found that if he was tied with
a rope, and then he wanted to move, there was a huge wind blowing, and the sound of
the roar suddenly struck, and George Han was directly shaken and retreated several
steps. Blood spurted out of the mouth suddenly, and blood flowed through both ears!

George Han gritted his teeth, and when he was about to start his hands, the twelve had
already retreated a few meters, looking at the injured George Han with a mocking look.

“Is it fun?” Qinglong laughed coldly.

George Han split his mouth and smiled: “Fun is fun, but I’m afraid you won’t dare to
continue playing!”

“Okay, let you taste something more fun.” As

soon as the voice fell, twelve people rushed over again, but this time Their phalanx is
even stranger…
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However, for George Han, he only suffered from these twelve monsters. There is no
reason or reason to continue to suffer. powerful!

With the chaotic energy in his hand, Tai Xu Shen moved his feet directly, turning
defense into offense, and rushed into the formation of twelve people.

Qinglong smiled coldly and yelled: “Stupid!” In the

next second, the rotten snake turned into a snake again, and directly tried to entangle
George Han.

However, for George Han, who is faster and prepared for a long time, what is the
difference between thinking about scheming and dreaming? ! Accelerate directly, and
your body skills will attack two of this group of people faster.

“Yeji, be careful, crazy dog! This guy is here for you.” Qinglong snorted, and the next
second, twelve people quickly changed their formation.

But even if they change fast, what about it? !

Because George Han is faster!



After catching that mad dog and withdrawing from the front, George Han already
slammed the power of Chaos with a punch!

However, just as the mad dog dodges quickly, George Han smiled, turning back and
directly hit the night chicken on the side!

Tune the tiger away from the mountain!

The formation of the opponent is unpredictable, and they are quite in agreement with
each other. Even if George Han has the advantage of speed, George Han may not be
fully confident that he can hit the mad dog.

Therefore, George Han changed his strategy and attacked the mad dog on the surface,
leading them to fully reduce the defense to the mad dog. In fact, what George Han
attacked was the completely forgotten night chicken!

The virtual is the real, coupled with your own speed, ten will be ten stable!

But just when George Han punched with confidence…

“What!?”

George Han punched out!

This is impossible!

When the opponent is unprepared, when the opponent’s speed is obviously not as fast
as his own, how…how can he be avoided? !

However, despite the doubts in his heart, George Han never let up, and with a wave of
the jade sword in his hand, he directly killed him.The

best defense is offense. Instead of passive defense, it is better to attack actively.
Besides, with the advantage of speed, George Han can still take the initiative!

Thinking of this, George Han’s wonderful sword is like a flower, with a fierce offensive,
killing these twelve monsters in succession!

At every step, George Han has insight into the opportunities, and with every sword,
George Han has the advantage.

But what George Han didn’t expect was that, even so, what he got back was frustrated
again and again!

Not only did the attack that he could kill every time didn’t work, but because of this,
George Han’s physical strength and energy were constantly being consumed!

“How could this be?”



George Han retreated slightly, stepped back, and stared at the twelve people in front of
him incredibly.

Strange, this is no coincidence! On the contrary, every time they attacked, these people
seemed to know in advance!

But it’s impossible. I’m extremely fast. Not to mention that these people can know their
offense in advance, it is a huge unknown whether they can take over if they attack
normally!

More importantly, the 72-way swordsmanship is very changeable. Even if you have not
practiced this kind of swordsmanship before, you will be hesitated, but these guys… are

calm!

“Why? Very tired.” Qinglong smiled lightly. Seeing George Han retreating, he didn’t rush
to attack, but looked at George Han playfully.

George Han did not speak, staring at the twelve of them with his eyes tightly, obviously
thinking about the reasons!

Suddenly, George Han suddenly discovered that these twelve people didn’t know when
they had strange runes swirling around them!

Could it be that these runes? !

“Or, give you something more fun.” Qinglong smiled, and as soon as his voice fell,
Qinglong pushed Yeji and Mad Dog in front of George Han: “You two stay still and let
him fight.”

Yeji Smiled contemptuously with the mad dog, and raised his hands full of provocation!

George Han was puzzled, very surprised, what does this mean? !
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